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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Throughout the pandemic, mass injections have been dangled as the way back to normalcy — the

only solution to end the pandemic and save lives from COVID-19. Now even with mass injections

and some receiving two and even three shots in their arm, excess deaths are rising nonetheless.

In the week ending November 12, 2021, the U.K. reported 2,047 more deaths than occurred

during the same period between 2015 and 2019. However, COVID-19 cannot be entirely to blame,

as it was listed on the death certi9cates for only 1,197 people.  Further, since July, non-COVID

deaths in the U.K. have been higher than the weekly average in the 9ve years prior to the

pandemic.

Heart disease and strokes appear to be behind many of the excess deaths, with the Financial

Times reporting, “The new phase of excess deaths raises the possibility that since the summer

more people have been losing their lives as a result of strains on the NHS or lack of early

diagnosis of serious illness …”  A similar scenario is playing out in the U.S.

More Seniors Dying, Despite Mass Injections

On Twitter, Silicon Valley software engineer Ben M. (@USMortality) revealed that in the last 13

weeks alone, about 107,700 seniors died above the normal rate, despite a 98.7% vaccination

rate.  In another example, he used data from the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention,

census.gov and his own calculations to show excess deaths rising in Vermont even as the

majority of adults have been injected.

“Vermont had 71% of their entire population vaccinated by June 1, 2021,” he tweeted. “That’s 83%

of their adult population, yet they are seeing the most excess deaths now since the pandemic!”

Deaths Among Teenagers Increase After Jabs

An investigation by The Exposé, using ofcial data from NHS and the U.K.’s Ofce for National

Statistics (ONS), found that deaths among teenagers increased 47% since they started getting

COVID-19 shots.  Not only that, but deaths from COVID-19 also went up among 15- to 19-year-

olds after the shots were rolled out for this age group.

“We decided to take a look at ofcial Ofce for National Statistics (ONS) data on deaths

registered weekly to see if there was an uptick in deaths in people aged between 15 and 19

following the rollout of the Covid-19 vaccine to this age group,” the report notes.

Between the week ending June 26 and the week ending September 18, 2020, 148 deaths were

reported among 15- to 19-year-olds. However, between the week ending June 25, 2021, and the

week ending September 17, 2021, 217 deaths occurred among 15- to 19-year-olds. According to

the investigation:

“This shows that the number of deaths between June 19th 2021 and September 17th

2021 among teens aged 15 and over were 47% higher than the number of deaths in this

age group during the same period in 2020, and the increase in deaths began at precisely

the same time teens started receiving the Covid-19 vaccine.

Our investigation of ONS data also revealed further concerns about Covid-19 deaths in

people between the age of 15 and 19. The same 2021 ONS dataset shows that since

teens started getting the Covid-19 vaccine there has been at least one Covid-19 related

death recorded in seven of the thirteen weeks between June 19th and September 17th

2021. A total of 8 deaths in this time frame.

Yet in the Mfteen weeks prior to teens over the age of 15 receiving the Covid-19 vaccine,

just a single death was recorded associated with Covid-19 among this age group.

Correlation does not equal causation, but it is extremely concerning to see that deaths

have increased by 47% among teens over the age of 15, and Covid-19 deaths have also

increased among this age group since they started receiving the Covid-19 vaccine, and it

is perhaps one coincidence too far.”

Signi9cant concerns have been raised, for instance, surrounding antibody‐dependent

enhancement (ADE), and the possibility that COVID-19 vaccines could worsen COVID-19 disease

via ADE.

Florida Has Been Heavily Criticized — Wrongly

Certain states have stood out for their refusal to buy into the draconian public health measures

that were adopted throughout much of the U.S. Florida is chief among them. After a spring 2020

lockdown, Florida business, schools and restaurants reopened, while mask mandates were

rejected.

“If Florida had simply done no worse than the rest of the country during the pandemic, that would

have been enough to discredit the lockdown strategy,” John Tierney, a contributing science

columnist for The New York Times, stated, noting that the state acted as the control group in a

natural experiment. By summer 2021, the results spoke for themselves:

“Florida’s mortality rate from Covid is lower than the national average among those over

65 and also among younger people, so that the state’s age-adjusted Covid mortality rate

is lower than that of all but ten other states. And by the most important measure, the

overall rate of ‘excess mortality’ (the number of deaths above normal), Florida has also

done better than the national average.

Its rate of excess mortality is signiMcantly lower than that of the most restrictive state,

California, particularly among younger adults, many of whom died not from Covid but

from causes related to the lockdowns: cancer screenings and treatments were delayed,

and there were sharp increases in deaths from drug overdoses and from heart attacks

not treated promptly.”

After an uptick in cases in late summer, rates plummeted by the fall. In late October 2021, Florida

had one of the lowest COVID-19 daily average case rates per 100,000 residents in the U.S.

“Without mandates or lockdowns, COVID-19 cases in Florida have decreased 90% since August,”

said Gov. Ron DeSantis. “In addition to cases, hospitalizations have plummeted in our state.”

Also since August, COVID-19 cases in school-aged children decreased 87% since school started

back into session, while cases in young adults ages 18 to 24 decreased 93%  Lt. Gov. Jeanette

Nuñez added in a press release, “As Florida now ranks lowest in the continental U.S. in terms of

COVID-19 rates per capita, we are proud to have stood 9rm in protecting liberty throughout the

pandemic.”

By the end of November 2021, Florida was the only state in the U.S. with low community

transmission in virtually every county. While the rest of the U.S. was seeing high, substantial or

moderate spread, COVID-19 was largely absent in the sunshine state.  On Twitter, Scott

Ruesterholz wrote:

“I've spoken frequently about how COVID waves clearly are driven by weather (South

struggles in the summer; North in the winter). This should be considered when assigning

"blame" or "credit" to a governor--some trends supercede policy. Nonetheless this map is

something--Florida!”
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Shots Double Risk of Acute Coronary Syndrome

It’s concerning that heart-related events appear to be a leading factor behind the excess deaths

being seen in the U.K., especially considering researchers have found P9zer and Moderna mRNA

COVID-19 shots dramatically increase biomarkers associated with thrombosis, cardiomyopathy

and other vascular events following injection.

The study, published in the November 16, 2021, issue of the journal Circulation, concluded that

“the mRNA vacs dramatically increase innammation on the endothelium and T cell in9ltration of

cardiac muscle and may account for the observations of increased thrombosis, cardiomyopathy,

and other vascular events following vaccination.”

People who had been jabbed more than doubled their risk of acute coronary syndrome (ACS), an

umbrella term that includes not only heart attacks, but also a range of other conditions involving

abruptly reduced blood now to your heart. Signs and symptoms of ACS typically begin very

suddenly and include:

Chest pain/discomfort, often described as

aching, pressure, tightness or burning

sensations

Pain that radiates from your chest to your

shoulders, arms, upper abdomen, back, neck

and/or jaw

Nausea and/or vomiting Indigestion

Shortness of breath Sudden heavy sweating

Lightheadedness, dizziness and/or fainting Unusual or inexplicable fatigue

Patients who received a two-dose regimen of mRNA more than doubled their 9ve-year ACS risk,

driving it from an average of 11% to 25%. In a November 21, 2021, tweet, cardiologist Dr. Aseem

Malhotra wrote:

“Extraordinary, disturbing, upsetting. We now have evidence of a plausible biological

mechanism of how mRNA vaccine may be contributing to increased cardiac events. The

abstract is published in the highest impact cardiology journal so we must take these

Mndings very seriously.”

Can You Lessen the Damaging Effects?

If you now believe that getting the COVID-19 jab was a mistake and wish to lessen your doubled

risk of cardiac complications, there are a few basic strategies I would advise.

1. Make certain you measure your vitamin D level and take enough vitamin D orally (typically

about 8,000 units/day for most adults) and/or get sensible sun exposure to make sure your

level is 60 to 80 ng/ml (150 to 200 nmol/l).

2. Eliminate all vegetable (seed) oils in your diet, which involves eliminating nearly all

processed foods and most meals in restaurants unless you convince the chef to only cook

with butter. Avoid any sauces or salad dressings in restaurants as they are loaded with seed

oils. Also avoid chicken and pork as they are very high in linoleic acid, the omega-6 fat that is

far too high in nearly everyone and contributes to oxidative stress that causes heart disease.

3. Consider taking around 500 milligrams/day of NAC, as it helps prevent blood clots and is a

precursor for your body to produce the important antioxidant glutathione.

4. Consider 9brinolytic enzymes that digest the 9brin that leads to blood clots, strokes and

pulmonary embolisms. The dose is typically two, twice a day, but must be taken on an empty

stomach, either an hour before or two hours after a meal. Otherwise, the enzymes will digest

your food and not the 9brin in the blood clot.

“The Truth About COVID-19” exposes the hidden agenda behind the pandemic, showing the

countermeasures have nothing to do with public health and everything to do with ushering in a

new social and economic system based on totalitarian, technocracy-led control. So, it’s not

misinformation they fear. It’s the truth they want to prevent from spreading. Pick up a copy of this

best-selling book today before it’s too late.

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

4,361 ratings

ORDER NOW
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It seems we are all spectators at this huge tire-9re..We stand helpless as it goes on and on like some amorphous monster blackening

the sky while eating our lunch.
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Captn - "tire 9re" as an inferno that burns for a long time, emits toxic fumes that can be seen for miles around, usually left to burn

out on its own because incredibly difcult to douse or extinguish? See this Dec 7th article by Jon Rappaport?

blog.nomorefakenews.com/2021/12/07/p9zer-smoking-gun-secret-document-..
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I also subscribe to Medpage Today to keep an eye on how the Medical establishment is reporting on Covid etc.  No mention of Dr

Gundry's 9ndings of doubled risk of acute coronary syndrome, except to say the AHA is calling the 9ndings into question.  Of

course no mention of any vaccine injuries.  No surprise there. I 9nd the comment section especially illuminating since about 30%

of comments actually counter the narrative of safe vaccines, vaccinate everyone etc. That is encouraging.

However, more than once my comments have not been approved.  Seems to happen if I mention "unapproved" therapies like IVM

or call out the "medical establishment" for zero true health messaging or turning a blind eye to natural immunity or vaccine injury

or suggest that health is not found at the end of a needle.  Again no real surprise.  Just extreme disappointment and frustration

with it all. Occasionally if I keep it simple I can voice some counter-narrative ideas.  I think it's important to register such ideas,

knowing no one who is a vaccine believer will be persuaded otherwise.  But for posterity's sake if nothing else, it shows there

was opposition.
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Forbiddenhealing, quoted by a friend: "Evil burns itself out". Sometimes we can only stand by as spectators as you say, yet the

system in the end will correct itself. I predict that people will wake up to the wrongdoings of BigPharma and the government, and

will defect to natural medicine and resist the whole mechanism. But it will take time for them to wake up. And there may be many

who wake up, and many who never will. We can't help that, but we can show video footage which elicits a gut level response, and

this in itself can wake people up. People may not think logically but they will "think" emotionally.  This 9lm is the most hair raising

and shell shocking I have ever seen, warning! We should spread this around like a wild9re, if this does not wake up the people,

then nothing ever will. blogs.mercola.com/sites/vitalvotes/archive/2021/11/14/what-msm-isn_192..
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Mira, They got lotsa tires!
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FH all the more reason why people will wake up...and it may take time...and some may never wake up....and others may die for it.

It's not funny, I agree with you. But I still see hope. Denial breaks ---alas, we wish this on nobody----wherever there is pain and

suffering, all there is to it. It's bound to happen...cause and effect.
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Deaths BECAUSE.. of vaccinations.
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See Dr Mercola's breaking news section. And keep scrolling down "see more" until you see the one "What the MSN does not want

you to know". It is shell shocking and will wake people up!
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here is a message from a British undertaker who is on the front line of death and autopsy - take heed -

www.bitchute.com/.../Irtk0e7tbrKw
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GRAPHENE HYDROXIDE: The COVID-19 Vaccine Murder Weapon - Posted on December 7, 2021 by State of the Nation -

Globalist’s Eugenics Weapon deployed against 5 billion expendable zombies – Graphene Hydroxide stateofthenation.co  ~ A

blueprint for the future—I Dreamed The Pandemic Was Over - Posted on December 2, 2021 by State of the Nation

stateofthenation.co  .. It was the graphene… not the salmon mousse – The Method of Death… GRAPHENE HYDROXIDE… the

globalist eugenicist ranchers just using the KISS PRINCIPLE of KISSINGER herd reduction prior to the next global “dark winter”.

Andreas Noack ‘splained it simple… and so should we. www.youtube.com/watch  ~

www.goodreads.com/.../28442.Henry_Kissinger  ~ https://youtu.be/bPZxCa8Gzq0    *

ice-age-ahead-iaa.ca/ice_age_1/Exraordinary_Evidence_in_Plasma_Astroph..  ~ https://electroverse.net/  The Vaccine Zombie

Song by Mike Adams – How is this not a classic?! www.bitchute.com/.../ND9wRTci4kVJ   * “What distinguishes Sun Tzu from

Western writers on strategy is the emphasis on the psychological and political elements over the purely military.”
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Excess Deaths Exploding Despite Mass Vaccination
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ) Fact Checked

In the week ending November 12, 2021, the U.K. reported 2,047 more deaths than

occurred during the same period between 2015 and 2019; heart disease and strokes

appear to be behind many of the excess deaths

*

In the last 13 weeks alone, about 107,700 seniors died above the normal rate,

despite a 98.7% injection rate

*

In Vermont, where the majority are also injected, excess deaths are the highest

they’ve been since before the pandemic

*

An investigation using ofcial data from NHS and the U.K.’s Ofce for National Statistics (ONS) found that deaths among teenagers

increased 47% since they started getting COVID-19 shots

*

Deaths from COVID-19 also went up among 15- to 19-year-olds after the shots were rolled out for this age group*

Even with mass injections and some receiving two and even three shots in their arm, excess deaths are rising*
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And, this from a funeral director in Australia

www.bitchute.com/video/XDeQyOlgUK8s/?fbclid=IwAR23wD_mufWH0oxHOfYOMXCO..
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Stan...P9zer and Moderna chiefs net $10- billion dollars...making this one of the top extortion scores of all time...A corrupt

treasonous congress and administrations enabled the shakedown largely deployed by the consolidated media phalanx.  Idiot

journalism majors and TV news readers giving medical advice..WTF?  The criminalization of speech...WTF?  Non reportage of

adverse vaxxx effects..WTF?  I may be stupid but not that stooopid.
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Stanley and everyone today: Nearly drenched my printout of the April 2021 P9zer report that gui posted a link to yesterday.

(Reading this between making soup last night.) Suggest everyone get on this document at the embedded link - shows that

now-infamous "reasonable level of deaths" that were reported in the 9rst 90 days of vaxxn rollout. MY GUESS IS NEARLY

EVERONE MISSED this link yesterday.  Straight from Gui in yesterday's main article - "Linking with Dr. Mercola's excellent report

from day 5 on the P9zer documents. Journalist Celia Farber just wrote an explosive article on the P9zer secret document “There

are not “two sides.”

P9zer itself can explain exactly why all the people dropping dead have died, but they felt it should be hidden for 55 years, so they

could continue to murder and maim without interference. The mass media is the engine of the catastrophe, the sine qua non. -

celiafarber.substack.com/.../court-ordered-p9zer-documents-they   " - then open link midway down this article  - THIS MAY BE

ONE OF THE MOST ALARMING SIGNALS...all manner of injuries and mortalities were reported within the 9rst 90 days (who is

paying for all this?? clearly not the FDA, CDC or P9zer and Moderna. Where are the regulators, the US 9nance guys?) ALL RISKS

shoved onto the taxpayer? Sorry, this looks too important, time was at a minimum so was not replying yesterday...
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P9zer new their medical countermeasure was deadly. Recent document proves it.

blog.nomorefakenews.com/2021/12/07/p9zer-smoking-gun-secret-document-..  (Jon Rappoport's Blog 7 Dec 2021)

phmpt.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/5.3.6-postmarketing-experience.pd..  (P9zer Worldwide Safety Report - "Cumulative

Analysis of Post-Authorization Adverse Event Reports of PF-07302048 (BNT162B2) Received Through 28 Feb 2021")
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Max, Easy to suspect many missed the link, or did not bother opening the embedded link, or simply did not read it...whatever the

case, this 90-day summary of damages kinda stops most current discussions cold. Suspected a lot of skeletons to hide by even

asking to bury this for 50 years before making it public. As Forbidden healing mentioned...we may have won a seat to watch a

large tire 9re.
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Rrealrose thank you for posting that! It needs to go around like a wild9re...everywhere...send it to school PTAs! To doctors!  And

please note that a link I had found to the actual court document of the 5th circuit court of appeals's ruling, stating that health

departments and the Prez lack the authority to dictate public policy, just plain POUF'd! The COURT DOCUMENT! Thank goodness

Dr M and the Children's HEatlh defense provided another backup link. So we MUST save PDFs of them and also, print out copies.

I say print out, because we never know especially as we post to this forum, if our computers may be watched, and hacked. It is

not something I am "going to" as a 100% chance, yet again it is also a *possibility*. We should keep hard copies as well as

backup copies on our computers. Where there is a will there is  a way! Folks, use your VPN when posting here! It could be

possibly, very important.
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In a few years will this be an ELE event?  Is this going to occur from next year 2022?  Will we see massive changes and fundamental

shifts in our culture never imagined before? The fall of the United States of America and the rise of the beast system in Europe?
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Good questions. Yes I see a fundamental shift in attitudes and behaviors without a doubt. I believe if we still keep our internet

alive, there will be a growing Awakening as to the evils of the media and the pharmaceutical industry such that there will be no

return to the previous darkness and delusion, and only a gradual progression toward awakening of the entire population of many

different countries. For instance, I am sure there are new people joining Doctor Mercola's website every week. These are people

that are possibly new to enlightenment but will never go back to the darkness perpetuated by the media.
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"Will we see massive changes and fundamental shifts in our culture never imagined before?". The "Great Reset" means exactly

that - EVERYTHING changes! They are LITERALLY tearing down buildings (entire blocks) and rebuilding as per Agenda 21/30.

The evil criminals are rebuilding civilization from the ground up, in the name of A.I. and Transhumanism!
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Why are anti-parasitics working to cure whatever this insane "contagion" is?  Maybe it's not a virus at all. Here is an interesting look at

this craziness.  This short article was on Dr. Christopher's Herbal Legacy website (I could not get a link to work, so, apologies, here is

the short article): An Alternative Approach to COVID By Jordan Gundersen hWhat do you do when facts, reason and knowledge fail you

when dealing with a health problem? I 9nd that it is often best to question the underlying assumptions. This is where I found myself

recently when a few neighbors and I contracted the “delta variant” of SARS-CoV-2.

It all started when a neighbor became very sick. It started out as a dry cough and then progressed into a fever, chills, and body aches.

As a result, he couldn’t sleep and couldn’t keep any food down. He didn’t want to go to the hospital, so his wife then contacted me for

some herbal help. I gave them all the antiviral herbs I knew of that would help combat Covid and that many people used in 2020 with

great success, but nothing seemed to work. After almost three weeks, he got a prescription for Ivermectin and recovered in a few days.

I was embarrassed that they had trusted me to give them good information but nothing worked. I felt like the herbs had let me down.

continued...
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continued: A couple of weeks later, my closest friends and neighbors came down with the same thing. We decided to attack it

early with plenty of garlic, Super Garlic Immune, Echinacea, Lung & Bronchial, as well as many other herbs and combinations.

They couldn’t sleep at night because of the horrible cough, the body aches, and the recurring fevers.

The only thing that seemed to bring a little relief was a tea of peppermint and eldernower. During this same time, I started

experiencing all the same symptoms, and I felt absolutely drained. I don’t think I have been sick like that in my entire life. These

good friends didn’t want to use medication, but at this point, we were out of ideas. They decided to get a prescription for

Ivermectin from a doctor. Again, I felt defeated and worried about my own wellbeing.

When I did some more research, I found that Ivermectin is an antiparasitic drug that has been approved by the FDA for use in

humans for decades. In fact, it has been labeled as a “wonder drug” because it works so well for a plethora of problems.1 Use of

the drug has skyrocketed over the past year, as many anecdotal reports have indicated promising results. However, as it stands,

the FDA has not approved the use of Ivermectin to treat any viral disease.2
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continued: This got me thinking: why is an antiparasitic drug having such great success against what we’re told is a virus when

garlic doesn’t even touch it? We assumed it was a virus and used antiviral remedies with no success. I then started to look at

making my own herbal combination that would mimic Ivermectin’s action: antiparasitic. I was going on week two of being sick by

this point; I needed something quick.

I said a quick prayer for Divine guidance and started to put together a formula ,which my wife jokingly called “herbalmectin.” I

began taking it for three days at the same time that my neighbors began taking their prescriptions of Ivermectin. My herbal

combination outperformed the medication, getting me back to normal within a couple days while it took my neighbors almost a

week. They also had to deal with side effects while I did not.

Had I not challenged the underlying assumptions about the sickness being caused by a virus, I don’t know what I would have

done. Others who have used this combination have reported similar results – feeling much better within a day or two. But I still

go back to the question: why did an antiparasitic remedy work when antivirals didn’t? With so much connicting information out

there about COVID it may be hard to 9nd the truth. However, I can hold to the fact that I found something natural that works and

works well.

1. www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC3043740   2. www.covid19treatmentguidelines.nih.gov/therapies/antiviral-therapy/ive..   Jordan

Gundersen is a Master Herbalist from American Fork, Utah. Jordan loves making his own herbal remedies and teaching people

about how to take their health into their own hands. You can 9nd him on Instagram @theherbdad or you can contact him at

jordan@spirohealthandwellness.com.
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The use of ivermectin for the treatment of Covid-19 was approved by the NIH.

 www.covid19treatmentguidelines.nih.gov/.../table-2e   An article published in the journal Future Virology explains that

ivermectin contains binding efcacy against key proteins in the pathogenesis of SARS-CoV-2. Ivermectin could be the remedy

that ends the plandemic, if only people were allowed access to it. Conclusions:  

- The present in silico study presents the therapeutic efcacy of ivermectin against SARS-CoV-2 in comparison to two recently

used anti SARS-CoV-2 drugs, namely remdesivir and hydroxychloroquine.  - The pharmacokinetic attributes of ivermectin were

compared with other two anti-SARS-CoV-2 drugs and ivermectin was found to be a safe drug.  - Ivermectin was found to be an

efcient inhibitor of Mpro, replicase and hTMPRSS2 and the study manifests a superior ground for the candidature of ivermectin

to be an efcient anti-SARS-CoV-2 therapeutic option. www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC7996102
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catspring47,  From what I see on my end, the like button does not register... so I just HAD to tell you how fascinating your very

well written, and thought-provoking story is!!  I myself dabble in herbs also (not nearly as knowledgeable as you ).. and would

only take a DRUG as a very last resort.  Am saving your  “herbalmectin”  list...  BIG thanks :)
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Thanks Mirandola, I agree wholeheartedly with you.  You will notice that I have removed the mention of any speci9c formula.  I

have been on an herbal protocol for Long-Term Lyme, for a good many years, after trying other protocols from allopathia.

 Nothing else worked, in fact, they all caused harm until 9nding this particular plan.  I have to be very careful, because extremely

small doses of some things are all that's needed for me.  I, like you, would not take the protocol mentioned and it's very

dangerous for anyone to just jump in and do this without knowing the herbs, the mixture, and their own body reaction/tolerance

to each individual herb, let alone what they would do if mixed in a particular person's body. I thank you for pointing this out, and

am glad I happened to come back to the page today.  

Once again, herbs can be very powerful and work differently from person to person.  I hope no one copied it down and is planning

to jump in, or save it to use if needed.  I would not want anyone to suffer troubling results when already ill with the thing that has

no name and has never been isolated, therefore, cannot be made into a vaccine, and there can be no test for something that does

not exist as described.  It sure sounds like something was released that had parasite(s) in it and that would be why the

Ivermectin works.

My husband came down with a frightful cold and really awful cough on Monday 11/29.  We haven't been sick (except for Lyme) in

years.  The cough was so bad that he decided to take Ivermectin and I also had him using colloidal silver and some anti-viral

herbals (starting with one at a time and increasing the doses).  He has improved each day.   He has done two tests of the "C",

both negative.  When I read the article about the parasites, I showed him and he chose to stop the Ivermectin.  My main reason

for sharing this story was to question whether there is any virus (C-19) at all.  I have not caught it!! Yay!!  Thanks again!!
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Catspring, replying to you: I took it down, but had posted that *this particular formula* is  as I said, "very powerful". Most herbs

are gentle yet effective. Only a few are what I would describe as "very powerful" and especially in the particular combination you

wrote about. It really is true that when formulating, people do have to know how, and what they are doing. There is a scienti9c

study to herbs with double blind studies, chemistry, pharmacology, etc and as said most are gentle yet can work beautifully. It

also depends on the body's own condition and constitutional tendencies, so formulating has to be done very skillfully. All best.
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So the implication is that if you are not an expert herbalist, or being treated by one, then to just stick with the Ivermectin?
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"In the last 13 weeks alone, about 107,700 seniors died above the normal rate, despite a 98.7% injection rate" and despite the dry tinder

theory that, since many died last year, the 9rst of the epidemic, this year we should be seeing fewer deaths.
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A simple shift of the goal posts by the perps behind the curtain simply perpetuates this never ending greatest scamdemic in the

history of the planet. I mean who is or has stopped them? Zero accountability. Just a few mins ago I heard Fauci is pushing for

more $$$ be sent to China for future gain of function research. WTF!
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Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM
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The latest nonchalant word description on the Toe Tag and Coroners 9ling reports as cause of death now are simply listed as "Failure to

Thrive".  Now that's one hell of a medical cop out, isn't it? (%&@*) Get back to us in 55 years for further information.  A concise

evaluation is still in progress!  Oh I bet!
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MMM...MM...M...Good to be a Floridian!  With a Gov that cares about your Health.
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I'm concerned that I've had a mild covid infection, caught from the almost overnight extortion of

mortgaged-tax-paying-employable/desperate-to-keep-their-employment civilians(I don't believe most of them were willingly

vaccinated) vaccinated down here in Australia... I had the mildest of symptoms, but my consequent fatigue has been *extreme* and I

endured a totally weird and never-before-experienced two week, very heavy period, along with nose bleeds and terrible headaches....

reading about those Acute Coronary Syndrome symptoms, it's something I've begun  experiencing....

I believe the supplements I've already been taking for, roughly, between 6 months to a year has helped, and even protected, me a LOT

(Vit D, C, Quercetin, Melatonin and NAC) but I feel like I should try to add maybe Nattokinase or Serrapeptase, to try to ease these ACS

symptoms.... except that I've had a stomach ulcer in the past and generally can't take these kinds of things without food, or I experience

excruciating pain... are they entirely ineffective if taken with food or possibly still helpful? I'm also hoping that having caught

vaccine-shed virus would hopefully have the same kind of "natural immunity"?  I'm de9nitely holding out for natural immunity!
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I had covid and am having "long covid" symptoms. Thankfully, nothing horrible, more annoying than anything else. *And,

interestingly, I've had "side effects" from covid that are welcomed (some minor but chronic and unpleasant health issues I've had

for decades cleared up, just like that!  Strange, I know, but I digress)  I remember when Covid 9rst hit, and I got my dose of

covid19 at the beginning....(note a dose of COVID - NOT the vaccine - this was in Feb. 2000) I kept reading that once you get

covid, you have an immunity but no one, at this stage of infancy knew how long your immunity lasted but they believed it to be 3

years. Funny thing how you can't 9nd that information ANYWHERE anymore.  

And, when have you EVER seen a virus come through that every medical person didn't preach to take vitamins, supplements and

keep yourself 9t and healthy to help prevent getting the disease or at least lessen the symptoms. Not with covid. WHY? (Also, I've

been exposed to at least two people who actually were in the midst of having covid,  one incident about 8 months after I had

covid, the other one about a year after I had covid. I didn't get sick or get covid (to my knowlege or symptoms) either time.   Do I

have a natural immunity now? If so, for how long? We'll never know because no one wants to investigate that. It's all about

vaccine vaccine vaccine. Why am I scared?
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Hmm. I went to a conference in November, and at one point a woman sat down beside me and proudly said, "I just got my

booster." I should have gotten up and found another seat, but I sat beside her for 45 minutes. Five days later, I had a very sore

throat for two days and after that, a couple of sni�es, then I gradually got more and more tired. I had nearly two weeks of

extreme exhaustion. No other symptoms. But I could have caught Covid from another attendee. I have no idea, if this is a

shedding reaction, if it would make me immune to the spike protein and nothing else in Covid. A week-and-a-half after my return,

my daughter-in-law caught Covid. We live in the same house, but I avoided everybody. She has all the normal symptoms,

including loss of taste and a wracking cough. She's obese with two autoimmune diseases and visits her doctor's ofce often. I

think I might get the antibody test next month to know for sure.

JenJenJ, If Covid is like chickenpox (and probably most childhood illnesses, except vaccinations have ruined that), you get a

natural vaccination when you're re-exposed to the virus.
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"More Seniors Dying, Despite Mass Injections". In the interest of accuracy...More seniors (and people in general) are dying BECAUSE of

the injections! Let's keep the story straight! Obviously; or obliviously...depending on which side you're on, the so-called "measures" have

done nothing but worsen the situation...just keep banging your head against the wall!
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Randy - Check out my post under StanleyBecker.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks, Rreal...already know about it. There's not a lot about this global psyops that I don't know.
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MiketheAngel
Joined On 5/23/2009 11:12:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Moronic politicians' bad ideas... no treatments allowed, leaky, waning vaccines, fear porn, testing, masks, distancing, lockdowns,

travel restrictions, passports... all without evidence, contrary to science, no cost/bene9t analysis and bowing to Big Pharma. Now

we have the data: it's all ineffective or makes things worse, a lot worse. And, misinformation: People have the impression

vaccines make them immune and stop the spread... sorry, no.
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John21601
Joined On 5/6/2021 2:06:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's all over, my friends. We're on our own. https://youtu.be/bWYgkrjRruk
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

John - Thanks for this link - many people are following Catherine Austin Fitts.
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MaryRN
Joined On 11/23/2009 11:22:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

But this information is not reported on in Main Stream Media, so more evidence that they are complicit in the massive psychological

warfare being performed on society as a whole
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Its that odious org, the Trusted News Initiative, in action. Sister org is ctr for digital hate.  PsyOp is out in the open now, easily

recognizable for what it is...
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DWC7749
Joined On 4/20/2016 1:21:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ugh, I feel like we're living in the movie "Repo: The Genetic Opera" now.
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cmeshine
Joined On 11/14/2006 2:38:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sure feels that way. This dystopian future also has elements of many other sci9s as well - notably: the matrix, 1984, brave new

world, soylent green and Logan’s run. Some people are acting like they’re in animal farm also.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Cmeshine; You missed The Outer Limits and The Twilight Zone.
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twa1180
Joined On 5/29/2017 11:42:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think DeSantis should replace Fauci and Biden!
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Healthbuf
Joined On 11/28/2018 1:55:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's unbelievable how so many - even now - think that these substances are the only hope for mankind. As I post facts like Dr M, some

are supportive, and many throw mindless insults - it actually has occurred to me that some of these folks could be ones promoting the

illusion that everyone needs to get jabbed.
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We can be sure that for every death, there are hundreds of unexplained injuries of many different varieties. Both are being

systematically ignored by our "health systems".
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Raydawn
Joined On 8/25/2014 9:18:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for all of your articles. Every one is crucial information and thanks for everything that you do to get  vital information out to

the world to protect us all. You've made great sacri9ce. I'm deeply grateful.
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00
Joined On 6/21/2007 2:15:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Does Florida report motorcycle accidents as "Covid"?  Of course not, maybe this is the reason the stats are low, they are honest.  In fact

the rest of the globe also has much lower 'death from covid' rate.... maybe there is a reason that we over report?  communism

coming....
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Catryna
Joined On 7/25/2006 5:48:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Many seniors have been made sick by the COVID shots and, unfortunately believe that more shots (boosters) will help them recover.

That is a very serious endless process toward ultimate death.
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joh95119
Joined On 2/25/2021 10:44:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I was going to comment but will not because what's the point in commenting if the article is going to disappear in 32 hours 15 minutes

and 17 seconds (as of time I glanced at the countdown clock).  Instead of what I was going to say about this article, I'll ask this

question:  When will the tyrannical censorship cease?  These are all excellent articles and the comments are worthwhile too... it is a

shame and a loss that it is censored and must be removed in less than 48 hours.
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nep7624
Joined On 2/22/2018 6:34:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I posted this before, but it's worth reposting... In October Russia had 103,000 excess deaths.  About 32,000 deaths was from covid.

 What caused the other 71,000 deaths?  When is the MSM going to report this?  

 ourworldindata.org/grapher/cumulative-excess-deaths-covid?country=USA~..
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Notmyarm.com
Joined On 1/17/2021 10:16:07 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Posting all these great articles at my site www.notmyarm.com  - hope to keep a daily record of these great articles.
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preston1953
Joined On 3/12/2008 10:34:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Articles are recorded here: altnews.org/.../dr-mercola  People may want a website for their group where they can collectively

9gure out "THEY are trying to kill you. What part of Depopulation Agenda don't you understand."  People may want to keep a diary

in Humanity vs Mr. Global. I have a free website at Tapatalk.com. It has all the software there for free too. Good for children.

Record the future as it comes while you can. Have a nice treason. W.A.R.
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Another piece of the puzzle?  conspiracyrevelation.com/2021/04/30/breaking-former-fema-whistleblower..  ~ 

phe.rockefeller.edu/.../TenReasonsBarcoding.pdf  ~ https://ibol.org/  (Illuminate biodiversity - International Barcode of Life)

www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../barcode  ~ www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../collab  ~ en.wikipedia.org/.../Barcode_of_Life_Data_System  

DARPA related info: globalbiodefense.com/event/darpa-panacea-program-accessing-the-dark-pr..  ~

research-authority.tau.ac.il/sites/resauth.tau.ac.il/9les/DARPA_Panac..  ~

grantbulletin.research.uiowa.edu/darpa-panacea-new-technologies-medici..  ~ hms.harvard.edu/.../stopping-pain  at 9rst it appears the

goal is to help block/reduce pain from traumatic injury.  BUT - when they start asking what else can we do with this technology - it can

be used for evil purposes

Also it seems everyone has forgotten that P9zer's initial study protocol called for 4 different dose levels of the mRNA and encoding

RBD. See page 15 of this document. (cdn.p9zer.com/p9zercom/2020-11/C4591001_Clinical_Protocol_Nov2020.pd..  ) Since they did

not follow required protocol for  this study and it was basically thrown out the window, you should be aware that you will not know what

dose level you will be injected with. I surmise that those that suffer greatly are getting the highest dose.
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Lionel11
Joined On 5/5/2021 10:08:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here is the smoking gun that might destroy the insanity....its all about Africa. worldyturnings.blog/blog
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Rand Paul just now said Fauci is still suggesting $$$ be sent to China for continued gain of function GOF research WTF!
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moony77
Joined On 3/10/2021 4:20:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

According to David Martin, Rand Paul withheld the damning facts against Fauci that would have locked him up, stressing his his

re-election campaign comprises his efforts.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Very interesting moony77 on Paul and Fauci. Do you have that link to share of Martin saying as such? I looked for it, but no where

to be found and I have access to most all Martin videos. If you have it...please do share. Much appreciated!
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Catryna
Joined On 7/25/2006 5:48:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fauci, along with a long list of others, should be brought up on criminal charges of inhumane treatment of humanity; Nuremberg

style.
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Doug701
Joined On 12/8/2021 7:39:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I've read sesame oil is no exception when it comes to seed oils to avoid yet other sources suggest it is an exception. Can someone

state de9nitively the correct case, thanks.
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wow, so sad this is happening. My favorite store to purchase items from is in Vermont. They are really nice people. I hope they didn’t

get the jab.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think the upper East coast is in fact the highest jabbed area in the USA based on population
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DebbyW
Joined On 5/27/2010 9:07:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I live in Massachusetts and I believe brodiebrock. There is Covid in my house. My thrice jabbed daughter-in-law has it very bad.

When I told my friend (over the phone) about it, she said, "Deb, go get the vaccination." She's worried that I'll die from Covid. I just

said no. I have told her numerous times that what I've read says it's worse than Covid. She is SO brainwashed. She is also thrice

vaxxed.
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

These days of multiple variants and waning vaccine effectiveness, the vaxxers are actually  "antique-vaxxers". The sad truth about

9ghting coronaviruses with vaccines is that by the time a vaccine reaches a scienti9c approval status, it's already out of date.  So

products are rushed through simpli9ed "approval" - and the consequences of the current "worse than failure" are not even noticed, much

less documented ofcially and acted upon.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

all side effects  are the same as mild forms of RF poisoning ,,,,,,Hum...same as same nu that  been around for years... Covid is just

Another Big Lie... Chest pain/discomfort, often described as aching, pressure, tightness or burning sensations; Pain that radiates from

your chest to your shoulders, arms, upper abdomen, back, neck and/or jaw; Nausea and/or vomiting; Indigestion; Shortness of breath;

Sudden heavy sweating; Lightheadedness, dizziness and/or fainting; Unusual or inexplicable fatigue
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hildajoan_99
Joined On 6/19/2006 3:30:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What salad dressing would you consider healthy?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/8/2021 1:52:02 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

ChrisColes
Joined On 5/3/2009 2:40:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

hildajoan_99 make your own. Mine is a box of Mustard powder, equal quantity of Turmeric powder in a suitable bottle, add

organic Apple Cider vinegar and some Organic Olive Oil and shake. You will have an interesting time getting to produce what you

feel works for you and it will add to your learning curve. Enjoy!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/8/2021 7:02:00 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

blessthebeasts
Joined On 1/3/2016 10:10:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good question. Is olive oil considered a "seed" oil? How about avocado oil? I was under the impression that they were healthy

oils.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/8/2021 8:50:11 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

Conspiracytruths
Joined On 12/1/2021 11:51:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It seems to me that Dr. Mercola believes that Covid-19 exists and this troubles me considering the lack of evidence for it. I do not

believe that Dr. Mercola would overlook such an important element of the puzzle. My research concludes that there is no evidence that

covid-19 has ever been puri9ed AND isolated, along with many medical professionals the only conclusion at the lack of evidence is that

it does not exist. What is Dr. Mercola's basis for believing in it? I genuinely want to know in case I have missed something. Show me the

evidence Covid-19 exists.  Anyone wishing to view my research please see my site www.conspiracytruths.co.uk/covid-19-index

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/8/2021 8:53:25 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

Lionel11
Joined On 5/5/2021 10:08:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thats what I believe too.   But you cant also say that there is not something going on.  My take is that it is not a virus per se but a

spike protein bioweapon that did in fact escape the mad scientist labs.  The purpose is vax depop.  Read Why are they Killing us?

worldyturnings.blog/blog

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/8/2021 9:29:42 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

grandmax4ever
Joined On 6/1/2017 12:34:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

With so much going back and forth, I’m so confused too but this was posted yesterday by a regular on this site:  “Here's the

isolation from the 9rst known infected person in the USA: www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC7239045   Here's the isolation from one

of the 9rst known cases in S. Korea: www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC7045880   In both of these cases there was no dedicated PCR

test for testing Sars-Covid-2. They had a PAN-PCR test that could detect all coronaviruses, but it did not differentiate between

human and bat strains. Once they isolated, cultured, and puri9ed these viruses they could do an genome sequencing to see what

virus they actually were.

In both of these examples, the genome was a 99.9% match with the virus that was isolated in Wuhan China. From these

isolations they were able to create a new PCR test called the RT-PCR test that is dedicated to just Sars-Cov-2 detection. Later, the

University of Pennsylvania came up with a better way to isolate the virus. It's called the "Enhanced isolation of SARS-CoV-2 by

TMPRSS2-expressing cells".  www.pnas.org/.../7001   So can we please put an end to the BS rhetoric that this virus doesn't exist

or that somehow viruses don't exist period?”

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/8/2021 9:53:07 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is no Covid19 virus! It is a "brand name" for a fake pandemic created to allow introduction of a bioweapon which has the

capability to edit the genetic of code every human on this planet. It is an operating system with storage, software and

applications. Go to the Moderna website and read up on their mRNA Platform

(www.modernatx.com/mrna-technology/mrna-platform-enabling-drug-discover..  ). Then go their Intellectual Property page and

read up on all the patents involved. (www.modernatx.com/mrna-technology/modernas-intellectual-property  )  All the medical

countermeasures are similar in design and function; their contents are also similar. It's all about connecting all humans and

animals to the mainframe utilizing digital control (transhumanism).

Read and understand the endgame is already spelled out in the "Great Reset" and the "4th Industrial Revolution" written by Klaus

Schwab of the World Economic Forum. The WEF is tied directly to the WHO and the UN. The global elite and all the large

corporations and investment services are members. The Great Reset timeline is to be in place by 2030. www.youtube.com/watch

 (Bill Gates Digital Will control your life 27 Oct 2021)

www.weforum.org/events/world-economic-forum-annual-meeting-2020/sessio..  ~ 

www.globalresearch.ca/does-the-pcr-test-affect-the-pineal-gland-humans..   Also understand that the research in gene editing

has been going on for decades. Watch: www.youtube.com/watch  (Dr David Martin What's Going with CRISPR) and

www.youtube.com/watch  (Dr David Martin Unicorns, Mammoths, Crocodile Dogs, and CRISPR Part 2).
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moony77
Joined On 3/10/2021 4:20:02 PM
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If you are referring to SarsCov 2 and all other viruses that fail to be isolated via Koch’s postulates, I agree!   That still doesn’t

answer the question, what is causing this?  Is it geo-engineering, 5G, pollution?  There are so many contributing factors. Also,

why does Ivermectin work!   I will say, I had covid 19, as proven by “ground glass opaci9cations” on a chest X-ray, as well as low

oxygen levels and a fever for two weeks.  Thank God my vitamin D level is 60ng/ml or I would have thrown the classic

micro-thrombi to any and or all organs, exactly what I’ve witnessed working as a registered respiratory therapist during the 9rst

year of this scamdemic!  How ever this gain of function engineered spike protein toxicity is circulating, it is real!
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moony77
Joined On 3/10/2021 4:20:02 PM
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MaxDuncan I do believe you’ve hit the nail on the head and opened Pandora’s box!  I believe, collectively, we can and must stop

this by doing exactly what you’re doing….exposing exactly what these criminals are saying and publishing! With the help of our

Creator, we DO win

💜

 Unfortunately, those that refuse to see the truth that too many are losing their careers and lives to spread,

will take this mark of the beast and go down with this entire corrupt matrix.
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WL4816
Joined On 12/31/2019 6:54:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The PCR test is also called "the COVID test." Positive results from PCR tests are the source of all the COVID statistics. The PCR is

the same test that's used to diagnose HIV. Positive PCR results for HIV led to the killing of large numbers of misdiagnosed

people by treating them with the deadly drug AZT. Just like with COVID, they don't have to have symptoms. The test is the 9nal

word on whether a person has HIV or not, the same as when testing for COVID. A PCR test can show a positive result even when

there is no virus. The fact that the PCR test can produce positive results even when there is no virus is why Dr. Fauci speci9ed its

use for HIV diagnosis, and now for COVID.
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mjfdc
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Does this mean we now have a real pandemic due to the jabs?!
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Catryna
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mjfdc, Makes you wonder. Personally, I have been exposed twice, now, to those inoculated and suffered serious body pain,

exhaustion, migraine, out of control IBS. I avoid those shot up like the plague, now.
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